
  

Abstract   

The  $ PUGGLE   token is a meme - based digital currency that combines the power of memes and  

blockchain technology. Inspired by the popularity of  DOG   & Bitcoin - themed content on the internet,  

$ PUGGLE   aims to create a community - driven ecosystem where holders can participate in fun activities,  

support charitable causes, and enjoy the vibrant world of memes.   

1 . Introduction   

Embrace the meme revolution! It’s time for something fresh, something unique, something that will  

truly make you laugh out loud. Say hello to  BTC Dragon   token .   

2.   Tokenomics   

•   Token Name:    PUGGLE DOG   

•   Token Symbol:  PUGGLE   

•   Total Supply:   500,000,000,000  PUGGLE   

  

2.1  Distribution   

The initial token distribution is as follows:   

•   $ PUGGLE   (5 0 %): Reserved for  Liquidity Pool   

•   $ PUGGLE   (10%)   Reserved for  community airdrop   

•   $ PUGGLE   ( 1 %) Initial Burn 5   

•   $ PUGGLE   ( 10 %)  Development   

•   $ PUGGLE   (5 %) Reserved for partnership   

•   $ PUGGLE   %) Reserved for CEX Listing (5   

•   $ PUGGLE   (5 %)  Charity   

  

  

2.2  Token Utility   

The  $ PUGGLE   token serves as the native currency within the  $ PUGGLE   ecosystem. Holders of  $ PUGGLE   

can participate in various activities and initiatives, including:   

•   Voting on meme contests and competitions.   

•   Donating to charitable causes aligned with the  $ PUGGLE   community values.   

•   Participating in meme - based games and challenges.   

  

  

  



  

3 . Roadmap   

Phase 1    

•   Creation of Social Media Handles   

•   Puggle Launch   

•    holders 300   

•   1000  Wallet transactions   

•   Temporary Website Launch   

•   500  telegram members   

•   Burn Event     

P hase 2   

•   1000  wallet holders   

•   First Airdrop Campaign   

•   Listing on Price tracking Platforms   

•   Meme and Shilling Contest   

•   1000  telegram Members   

•   2000  Wallet transactions   

•   Marketing Campaign   

P hase 3   

•   Medium Influencers Marketing   

•   2000  Wallet holders   

•   First CEX listing   

•   Contract Audit   

•   2000  telegram Members   

•   2000  twitter followers   

•   Partnership   

Phase 4   

•   CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko Listing   

•   Puggle NFT creation   

•   10000  Telegram Members   

•    Twitter followers 5000   

•   Second Airdrop Campaign   

•   5000  Wallet holders   

•   10000  Wallet Transactions   

  

4 . Risks and Disclaimers   

It's important to acknowledge the risks associated with meme - based tokens and the inherent volatility of  

the cryptocurrency market. The  $ PUGGLE   team does not provide any financial advice, and individuals  

should conduct their own research and exercise caution when investing or participating in  $ PUGGLE   

activities.   



 

5 . Conclusion   

It’s more than just a digital currency; we are a community of meme lovers and dog enthusiasts.   

By investing in Puggle Token, users become part of a thriving online community where they can trade,  

stake, and earn passive income.   The tokenomics of the Puggle Token incentivizes users to hold their  

tokens, fostering a sense of long - term commitment and community growth.   Not only do holders benefit  

from potential price appreciation, but they also have the opportunity to participate in exclusive events  

and competitions to win exciting rewards. Through these activities, the Puggle Token community grows  

stronger and more enga ged, setting the stage for even more hilarious memes and heartwarming dog  

content.     

Whether you’re a crypto enthusiast, a meme lover, or a dog aficionado, Puggle Token invites you to join  

its vibrant community. Embrace the humor, share the love for puggles, and become part of a digital  

movement that celebrates joy, laughter, and adorable  dogs. Get ready to unleash your inner meme  

connoisseur with Puggle Token!   


